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S u m m ary . Let K  be a non-Archimedean complete non-trivially valued field. One obtains 
tlie cardinality of non-Archimedean Fréchet spaces of countable type over K .  This enables 
us to get a new characterization of the spherical completeness of K  in terms of the Hahn- 
Banacli theorem and the Mackey-Arens theorem.
1. Introduction. Throughout the paper i f  is a non-Archimedean val­
ued field which is complete with respect to the metric induced by the non­
trivial valuation |.|. If E  = {E>t) is a locally convex space (lcs) over K  
with topology r we denote by V( E)  or V  the family of (non-Archimedean) 
T-continuous seminorms. By E ‘ and E* we denote the topological and al­
gebraic dual of £7, respectively. For the basic notions and properties about 
lcs we refer to [21] when K  is spherically complete and to [17] when K  is 
not spherically complete. We recall only the following. A non-empty subset 
B  of a vector space E  (over K)  is called absolutely convex if a x  + fly E B  
whenever x>y E B  and a,/3 £ |or| ^ 1, |/?| ^ 1. If B  is absolutely convex 
then the edged hull B e of B  is defined as follows. If K  has discrete valuation,
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then B r =  B\ if the valuation is dense then B (‘ =  fl|A|>i ^  (c  ^ [1^]).
If E  is an lcs and p G 'P(i?) by E p we denote the quotient space i£ / Kerp 
endowed with the natural norm. The space E  is said to be of countable 
type if, for every continuous seminorm p on E  the norrned space E p is of 
countable type. Recall that a normed space E  is of countable type if there
exists a countable subset X  of E  such that the closure of the linear hull [X] 
of X  in E  equals E\ this means that either dim E  < oo or the completion 
of E  is isomorphic to the space c*o of null if-sequences (cf. [16]). The weak 
topology a(E,  E f ) on E  is of countable type (cf. [17]). A seminorm p on a 
if-vector space E  is polar if p ~  sup{|/1 : ƒ £ i?*, |ƒ | ^ p }. An lcs E  is polar 
if there is a basis of continuous seminorms consisting of polar serninorms 
(cf. [17] also for examples). An lcs E  is polar iff the polar neighbourhoods 
of zero form a neighbourhood basis of zero for the topology of E  (cf, [17], 
Proposition 5.2). A metrizable and complete lcs will be called a Frechet 
space. Two locally convex topologies on E  will be called compatible if they 
define the same continuous linear functionals on E.
It is natural to ask if E  admits the Mackey topology ¡i (EyE f), i.e. the 
finest locally convex topology on E  whose topological dual is still E*.
In ([21], Theorem 4.17), van Tiel proved that the Mackey topology exists 
if i f  is spherically complete; in this case i i { E ,E l) is determined by the 
seminorms x sup{|/(:z)| : ƒ E A}, where A  runs through the collection 
of all subsets of E f which are bounded and c-compact in the weak topology 
a ( E \ E ) .  In [6] we proved that whenever i f  is not spherically complete then 
the space £°° of bounded if-sequences does not admit the Mackey topology; 
nevertheless, the weak topology a(£°°, cq) is of countable type and £°° admits 
the finest locally convex topology of countable type to be compatible with 
a (£°°, Co), this follows from Theorem 2.1 of [18] (cf. also [5], Theorem 2) and 
our Corollary 3.2.
The following question is still open (cf. [17]). Let E  be a polar lcs over a
non-splierically complete field. Does the polar Mackey topology exist on E  
(i.e. the strongest polar topology on E  compatible with the original one)? 
We know only that the answer is positive for polarly barrelled and polarly 
bornological spaces (cf. [17], Corollary 7.9).
In this note (applying ideas of [7] and [8]) we extend results of [6] and 
[7] by showing the following.
T h eorem  1.1. Let E  be a vector space over i f  with dim E  ^ i f # ,  where 
i f #  denotes the cardinal number of i f  and d im E  denotes the algebraic di­
mension of E . Let A  — {(x, x)  : x G E}  C E  x E.  The following assertions 
are equivalent.
(1) i f  is spherically complete,
(2) For every locally convex topology r  on E  the space (E, r) admits the
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Mackey topology.
(3) There exists a locally convex topology r  on E  with (E, r )1 ^  E* such 
that (E , r) admits the Mackey topology.
(4) {E^t Y 7^  {0} for every ( complete) Hausdorff locally convex topology 
r  on E .
(5) For every f  E E* and seminorms p,q on E  such that \ f \  ^ max{p, </}, 
there exist ƒi , ƒ2 E E* such that f  = ƒ 1 +  / 2 and f i  is p-continuous and ƒ 2 
is q-continuous.
(6) The diagonal A  has the following Hahn-Banach property. For every 
seminorm p  on E  x E  and every f  E A* such that \ f  | ^ p, there exists a 
linear extension h of f  to E  x E  such that \h\ ^ p.
We will see, however (see Remark 3.4 (a)) that (6) implies (1) for any 
vector space E  with d im E  ^ 1.
Since every linear functional on a vector space E  is continuous with 
respect to the finest locally convex topology, Theorem 1.1 yields also the 
following.
COROLLARY 1.2. Let E  be a les with d im  E  ^ K #. Then E  admits the 
Mackey topology iff K  is spherically complete or every linear functional on 
E  is continuous.
We will see (Proposition 2.2) that d im #  >  K *  for any infinite-dimen­
sional Frechet space. This together with Theorem 1 yields the following.
COROLLARY 1.3. Let K  be not spherically complete. Then no infinite-di­
mensional Frechet space admits the Mackey topology.
We recall that by ([17], Corollary 7.9), every polar Frechet space admits 
the polar Mackey topology.
The problem seems to be much more complicated when we are look­
ing for the polar Mackey topology for non-metrizable spaces. We prove the 
following.
T H E O R E M  1.4. The following conditions on K  are equivalent.
(1) For every (polar) les over K  the polar Mackey topology exists.
(2) For every les E  over K  of finite type (i.e. each continuous seminorm  
on E  has finite-codimensional kernel) and bounded complete absolutely con­
vex subsets A  and B  the closure A  + B  of A  +  B  is complete.
(3) For every index set I, every pair of closed, bounded, absolutely convex 
subsets A  and B  of K x we have A  + B  C [A +  5].
(4) I f p^q are polar seminorms on some K-vector space E  and if  f  £ E* 
such that \f\ ^  max{p,g}, then f  = f  1 +  / 2> where / i ,  f 2 E #*, f i  is p- 
continuous, ƒ2 is q-continuous.
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In Theorem 1.1 we used essentially the assumption “d im #  ^ i f # ”. It is 
natural to ask whether there is a relation between the cardinality of i f  and 
the linear dimension of any Frechet space #  over K .  We will see (Propo­
sitions 2.2 and 2.5) that d im #  ^ K # for any infinite-dimensional Frechet 
space and that #  contains a dosed subspace F  such that d im (# /F ) =  i f # .
2. D im en sion  o f Frechet spaces. It is known that d im #  ^ 2K° for 
any infinite-dimensional real or complex Frechet space; d im #  =  2N°, if #  is 
additionally separable (cf. [12]). In [13] Popov showed that for every non- 
atomic measure space (i7, Z1, //) with E #  > 2N° there exists a subset of Q 
with i i (Qi) > 0 such that the real space LV{QX), 0 < p < 1, has no Hausdorff 
2**°-dimensional quotient; recall that LP(Qi) has trivial topological dual.
We start with the following observation.
L e m m a  2.1. dim^°° =  i f # .
P r o o f .  Since d im ifN =  ( i f # ) K“ (cf. [10], 5(3), p. 75) and l°° C i f N,
we have dim^°° ^ ( i f # ) Ko, On the other hand, we can proceed as in the 
proof of 5(3) of ([10], p. 75) and obtain diinf,00 ^ i f # ,  Now the conclusion 
follows from ( i f # ) Nl) =  i f #  (cf. [15], Corollary 3.9). We give a direct proof 
of this fact: take any x  =  (xn ) G / f N. For every n  G N there exists a unique 
two-sided sequence (ajn : j  G Z) of a full set of representatives in {x E i f  : 
x\ ^ 1} modulo {x G IK : |a:| ^ |7r|}, 0 < |7r| < 1, such that a =  0 for 
large j  G N and x n = aj n ^  ( f^- [19], Theorems 12.1 and 12.3). Let
a \ N —> Z x Z be a bijection. Then the map T  : ({xn )) ^ (n )71*” °f
i f N into i f  is (as easily seen) injective.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.2. Let E  be a sequentially complete les over i f  contain­
ing an infinite-dimensional bounded set B . Then there exists a continuous 
injective linear map T  : t 00 E. In particular, d im #  > i f #  for  any 
infinite-dimensional Frechet space E.
P r o o f .  Since the linear span of the closed absolutely convex hull of 
B  endowed with the Minkowski functional norm topology is an infinite-di- 
mensional Banach space, we may assume that #  is an infinite-dimensional 
Banach space. Hence #  contains a subspace isomorphic to cq. Let (en) be 
a Schauder basis of this subspace; we may assume that en 0, Then the 
map T : ¿°° —> # ,  T((bn )) =  x bnen is continuous and injective.
Examples 2.3. By Proposition 2.2 infinite-dimensional Frechet spaces 
have the dimension at least i f # .  Proposition 2.2 applies also to get the 
same conclusion for the following spaces. (1) Any (L#)-space (i.e. the in­
ductive limit space of an increasing sequence of infinite-dimensional Frechet
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spaces, see [12], for the definition). (2) Any topological product of infinite- 
dimensional Frechet spaces. (3) Any perfect sequence space A ^  ip endowed 
with its natural topology n(yl, yl*), where A* is the Kothe dual of A and ip 
is the space of all sequences in i f  with only finitely many of non-zero coor­
dinates. By ([1], Proposition 7), where the assumption that i f  is spherically 
complete is not necessary, the space A is complete. Moreover, if (an ) E A , 
a n ^  0, n  E N, then {(/?n) : \Pn\ ^ l^nUri  ^ an infinite-dimensional
bounded set in A ,
C o r o l l a r y  2.4. I f  E  is an infinite-dimensional Frechet space over i f  
of countable type, then dim E  — i f # .
P r o o f .  Obviously, d im #  ^ i f # .  The space E  is isomorphic to a sub­
space of a countable product of Banach spaces of countable type; hence 
E  is isomorphic to a subspace of the product Cq . N o w  d im #  ^ dimcy ^ 
(if#)No — which complet es the proof.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2.5. Every infinite-dimensional Frechet space E  — (# , t)  
contains a closed sub space F  such that d im (# /# )  — i f # .
P r o o f .  If r =  cr(#, # ') ,  then #  is isomorphic to the space i f  (cf. 
[20], Theorem 7). Now suppose that r ^  cr(#, # ') . Then there exists a 
continuous seminorm p on E  such that d im # p =  oo, Let ||.||p be the cor­
responding norm on E p. Let, for some t E (0,1), (en) be a ¿-orthogonal 
sequence in E v with a < ||en ||p ^ 1, n E N, 0 < û < 1. Let ( f n) be a sim­
ilar sequence in £°°/cq. Define a continuous linear map T  : [en : n  E N] —>
[fn ■ n  G N] by T ( £ ngN Ane.„) =  ]£ neNAn/ n. Since ¿°% ‘o is spherically 
complete ([16], Theorem 4.1), there exists by Ingleton’s theorem (cf. [16], 
Theorem 4.8), a continuous linear extension To : E p —► l°°/co of T. Let 
F  := Ker(To o 7rp), where nv : E  E v is the quotient map. Then #  is 
closed, so # / #  is a Frechet space, infinite-dimensional, and d im # /#  =  
dim(ImTo) ^ dim(^°°/co) ^ i f # .  By Proposition 2.2, d im # /#  ^ i f # .
Remark 2.6. (1) In ([4], Proposition 2.6) De Grande-De Kimpe proved 
that any non-normable Fréchet space #  has a subspace isomorphic to i f N. 
Moreover, she. showed that if i f  is spherically complete, this subspace is com­
plemented in # .  The latter result is even true for non-spherically complete 
i f  if the dual # '  separates the points of #  (cf. [20], Corollary 9.1 (iv)).
(2) Proposition 2.5 suggests also the following question (still open for 
the real or complex Banach spaces, cf. [11,14]). Which infinite-dimensional 
Frechet spaces over i f  admit infinite-dimensional quotients of countable 
type? We shall say that #  has a Quotient if #  has such a quotient. We 
have the following partial answer.
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(a) A Banach space has a Quotient iff E  contains a complemented copy 
of Cu (cf. [3]).
(b) I f  the valuation of K  is discrete, then any infinite, dimensional Ba­
nach space has a Quotient. This follows from ([16], Corollary 4.14).
(c) The space does not have a Quotient if K  has a dense valuation. 
Indeed, by ([16], Corollary 5.19) every continuous linear map of l°° onto Cy 
is compact.
(d) I f  E  is spherically complete and K  has a dense valuation, then E  
does not have a Quotient. This follows from ([16], Corollary 5.20).
3. P r o o f  of T heorem  1,1. We start with the following Lemma. 
L e m m a  3.1. Let (E, r) be a les over K . Let {ra }aGa be a family of locally
convex topologies on E compatible with r. Then the topology £ =  sup ra is 
compatible with r provided K  is spherically complete or every topology ra is
of countable type.
P r o o f . If K  is spherically complete we proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 1 of [7]. Now assume that every ra is of countable type. Observe 
that ( f? ,0  is of countable type. In fact (E ,£) is isomorphic to the diagonal 
A  of the product a r«)* The Pr°duct and also A  (endowed with 
the relative topology) are spaces of countable type by ([17], Proposition 
4.12). Since spaces of countable type are strongly polar, Theorem 4.2 of 
[17] combined with our Lemma 1 of [7] (and its proof) yields the following. 
Let ƒ G (E, £) f, e > 0. There exist seminorms pa i ,pa2, . . .  ,pttn continuous
in Tf t l , r f t a , . . . , T tfcrtJ respectively, such that | ƒ | ^ inax{pa i ,pa2, . . .  ,p ttn}. 
Then there are ƒi , ƒ2 * • • * ? ƒ« £ such that ƒ =  ƒ 1 +  ƒ2 +  . . .  +  f n aud 
\fi\ ^ (1 +  e)ptti, 1 ^ i < n. Then (by assumption) ƒ G ( E , r ) f .
C o r o l l a r y  3.2 [5, 18], Every les ( E , t ) over K  admits the finest locally 
convex topology ¡jl of countable type compatible with r.
P r o o f .  Let (rQ)aeA be the family of all locally convex topologies on 
E  of countable type finer than a i E . E 1) and compatible with r; recall that 
( E , a ( E }E f)) is one of them. Then using Lemma 3.1 one gets that ¡i — 
supaeA ra is compatible with r and (E, f i)  is of countable type.
Remark 3.3. It is known (cf. [9]) that when K  is not spherically com­
plete, the space (£°°,or(^°°,cq)) has a Schauder basis but ¿°° (with respect 
to the norm topology) is not of countable type. Using Lemma 3.1 (and its 
proof) one deduces also that if (E^r)  is an les such that (J5, cr(E, E' ) )  has 
a Schauder basis (en), then E  admits the finest locally convex topology £ 
such that a ( E , E*) ^ ^ r and (en) is a Schauder basis for (E,  £). In fact, £
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is the finest compatible topology of countable type between cr(E,Ef ) and r 
(observe that £ and a ( E 1E /) have the same convergent sequences by ([17], 
Proposition 4.11)).
Now we are ready to prove our Theorem 1.1.
P r o o f  of Theorem 1.1. (1) => (2) follows from Lemma 3.1 and (2) => (3)
from the following observation. Let (xa) be a Hamel basis for E . Then the 
topology r  defined by the norm ||x|| =  maxa |ta |, x  =  where
t a e  i f ,  is as in (3). Now we prove (3) =>* (4). Assume that ( # , t )  is a les as 
in (3) and E  admits a locally convex topology tpi such that (# , <pi)' =  {0}. 
Take /o 6 E* \  E l and xq ^  0 in E  such that fo(xo)  =  2. Consider the 
map T  : E  —> E  defined by T( x )  = x — fo(x)xQ> then T 2 =  id. Let <p2 
be the image by T  of ip\. Consider the topologies ^  — sup{cr(El, JS1'), ^ } ,  
i — 1,2. Observe that both topologies *0» axe compatible with the original 
one of f ix i  6 {1>2}. Let ƒ 6 ( E ^ i )*. Then there exist / 2) . . . ,  f n € 
E 1 and a ^¿-continuous seminorm p such that | ƒ | ^  m a x { |/ i | , . . . ,  |/n),jt?}.
Let H  = n fc==1{a: 6 E  : /¿¡(as) =  0}. Then \ f  \ ^  p on H.  Since H  is a 
finite-codimensional subspace of # ,  there exists a continuous linear extension 
of ƒ to the space (E,<pi). Since (¿5,^)' =  {0}, we have ƒ =  0 on H.  
Hence ƒ is a linear combination of so ƒ E E 1. On the other
hand fo is continuous with respect to the topology sup{</9i? <£2 }* In fact, 
if (xa ) is a null net in E  with respect to the topology <p =  supj^x, y?2}, 
then T ( x a ) = x a — f o ( ^a)x o 0 in (p2 and —► 0 in cp2. Now Xq ^  0, 
so f o ( xa ) —► 0. By assumption (the Mackey topology f i (E1E /) exists) we 
have a ( E i E /) ^ s u p ^ i , ^ }  ^ /* (# ,# ') . This implies that /o € a
contradiction.
(4) => (1). Assume that i f  is not spherically complete. Since d im #  ^ i f #
and also dim£°°/co =  i f # ,  there exists an index set A  and a family of vector 
subpaces E a of a  £ A, such that E  =  E a (algebraically) with
d im # a =  dim^°°/co for all a  E A  Endow every E a with the isomorphic 
copy of the original topology of ¿°°/c 0. Let <f> be the Hausdorff locally convex 
direct sum topology on E  =  Then (# ,0 )  is a Hausdorff and
complete les, cf, [21] (where the assumption that K is spherically complete 
is not necessary). From (¿°°¡Cq)1 =  {0} we obtain (# , <ƒ>)' =  {0}.
(1) => (5). It is a direct consequence of our Lemma 1 of [7], (5) =$- (2).
If ¡¿(E^E1) is the supremum topology of all locally convex topologies on 
E  compatible with the original one, then ¿¿(#, E f) is compatible with the 
original one; hence / / ( # ,# ' )  is the Mackey topology of E. (1) =$■ (6). This 
follows from Ingleton’s Theorem, (cf. [21], Theorem 3.5). (6) =>■ (5). We 
proceed similarly as in the proof of Lemma 1 of [7].
Remark  3.4. (1) Observe that the implication (6) =>► (1) is true for any
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vector space #  over K  with d im #  > 1. In fact, assume that K  is not 
spherically complete. First, suppose that d im #  =  1, i.e. the space #  is 
algebraically isomorphic to K.  According to ([16], p. 68) there exists a norm 
||.|| on K 2, a one-dimensional space D  and g E D' with \g{x)\ ^ [|x*||, x  E D, 
that does not admit an extension go E ( K 2, ||.||)' with |//o(^)| ^ | | x | | , E  A"2.
Now let T  : K  x K  —> #  x #  be a linear bijection such that T(D ) =  /I. Set
f  = g o T ~ l \A i indp(x)  -  a; E E x  E.  Then ƒ € 4* , |/(js)| < p(*)
for all 2 E A  Suppose that there exists on #  x #  a linear extension ƒ(> of 
ƒ with |/ol ^ p. Then /o o T  is a linear extension of g satisfying | f {i(Ty)\  
p(Ty)  =  ||;<y|| for all y E i f 2, which is a contradiction. Now suppose that
d im #  > 1. Take* a non-zero element a E #  and an algebraic complement 
S  of [a]. Take on #  x #  the seminorm (s, Aa) x (.s', j a)  p(Aa,7 a), where
: [a] x [a] —* M is as above, and a linear functional h : A  K  defined by 
(s, Aa) x (s, Aa) ^  ƒ (Aa, Aa), where ƒ is as above. Clearly |/i| ^ p on A  but 
h cannot be extended to a linear functional /¿o on #  x #  with (/¿o| ^ p by 
the first part.
(2) From the proof of Theorem 1.1, (3) => (4), one deduces also the 
following. Let (# ,r )  be an les with trivial topological dual. Then there exists 
a family {Ta )a j^\_ of locally convex topologies on #  such that every ( # ,r tJ  
is isomorphic to (# ,r )  and (# , suptt€j4 ra )f =  #*, Therefore, if #  ^  {()}, 
then (# , r) does not admit the Mackey topology.
(3) We do not know any example of a les #  over a non-spherically com­
plete K  with < d im #  < i f #  which admits the Mackey topology. Note 
that any les ( # , r) with d im #  =  H0 admits the Mackey topology. Indeed, 
if {Ta )a£A is the family of all locally convex topologies on #  compatible 
with r, then (# , siiprtG^  ra ) is of countable type ([17], Examples 4.5). Now 
Lemma 3.1 completes the proof.
(4) Using Corollary 1 we deduce also that the spaces considered in Ex­
amples 2.3 admit the Mackey topology iff K  is spherically complete.
4. P ro o f of T heorem  1.4. Let #  be a polar les. By a spccial covering 
of # ' (cf. [17], Definition 7.3) we mean a covering Q of E* such that
(a) each member of Q is edged, c^#',#)-bounded, a ( # ;, #)-complete;
(b) for each A ) B  E Q there is a C E Q such that A  U B  C C;
(c) for each A  E Q and A E i f  there is a B £ Q with A A C B .
For a special covering Q of # ' the Q-topology on #  is the topology induced 
by the seminorins x  sup{| ƒ (o;)| : ƒ £ A}, where A  runs through Q.
In order to prove Theorem 2 we shall need the following.
L e m m a  4.1. Let E  be a polar les and suppose that the polar Mackey 
topology f i (E , E l) exists. Then the family Q of all edged and absolutely convex
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co'rnplete compactoids in ( E \  cr(E\ E)) is a special covering and ¡ i ( E , E l) 
equals the Q-topology.
P r o o f .  For each //(# , E f)-continuous polar seminorm p on E  set A v =  
{ƒ E E* : | / |  < p}. Then by ([17], Proposition 7.4 and its proof), the 
topology /jb(EjEf) is the ¿/-topology, where Q =  { Ap : p is a fjt( E i E ,y  
continuous seminorm on E }  is a special covering of E !. Let A  be an edged, 
absolutely convex complete compactoid in (E \c r (E f, E))\  we show that A  E 
{7. (This will show that Q is the largest possible special covering of E l). Let 
Qa — { (AA +  F ) e : A E K , F  C E l, F  be absolutely convex and a ( E \ E ) -  
bounded, dim[F] < oo}. It is easy to check that Qa is a special covering of 
E f; the completeness of (AA  + F ) e follows from ([18], Theorem 4.1). By ([17], 
Proposition 7.4), the ¿/¿-topology is compatible with the original one of E\ 
hence the seminorm p : x snp{\f(x)\  ; ƒ E A}  is ¡x(E, i?')-continuous and 
polar. Hence A p is in Q and A  C A v . Since by ([17], Proposition 4.10), the 
set. A is a polar set, we get equality.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.4.
P r o o f  of Theorem 1.4. (1) => (2): Let (JF1, r) be a les of finite type; 
then a ( F^ F>) =  r. The space E  := (F ;, c ( F \  F)) admits the polar Mackey 
topology (by (1)) and by Lemma 4.1 it is the {/-topology, where Q equals the 
set of all edged, absolutely convex, complete compactoids in ( E \  a ( E \  E)).  
By (b) above, for A , B  E G the set A - i - B  is complete; (2) now follows 
because the natural map (F)a( F^F/)) —» (E* }a ( E f, E))  is an isomorphism.
(2) =$> (3): Note that [A +  B] is of finite type, being a subspace of K 1. 
By (2) one gets that the closure of A  +  B  in [A -f B] is complete; hence the 
closure of A  +  B  in K 1 lies in [A + B}.
(3) =>■ (4): Let (e* : i E I)  be an algebraic base for E  and endow E  
with the finest locally convex topology. Then E* = E* and ( E l, a ( E \ E ) )  is 
isomorphic to the product K 1. Let p, q be two polar seminorms on J5, then 
A  =  {ƒ E E f : |ƒ j ^  p} and B  =  {ƒ E E / : | / |  ^ q] are edged, absolutely 
convex, bounded and complete. Hence we may apply (3) to conclude that 
A  +  B  C [A + J5]. By polarity of p and q we have (A +  B ) e =  (A +  B )00 =  
(U PI V")0, where ¡7, V  are the unit balls of p, q, respectively, and so U fi V  is 
the unit ball in the normed topology defined by max{p, q}. Hence by (3) one 
gets {ƒ E E ' : j ƒ | <  max{p,g}} C (A + B ) e C [A +  B] =  [A] -1- [B]. Thus, 
we can write every ƒ E E* with | ƒ | ^ max{p, as g-t-h, where g E [A] and 
h E [J3]; hence g is p-continuous and h is ¿/-continuous.
(4) =>• (1): It suffices to show that if r\ and r2 are polar locally convex 
topologies on a les (# ,  r) compatible with r, then so is sup{ri, 7 2}. Let p be 
a Ti-continuous polar seminorm and q be a r2-continuous polar seminorm 
011 jE. Let ƒ E | / |  ^  max{p, q}. Then, by (4), ƒ =  g +  h, where g is
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r \ -continuous, It is T2-continuous, i.e. g,h  € ( E , r ) f. Hence ƒ is T-continuous 
and the proof is complete.
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